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Abstract. Nahuatl Language has a long history in education as a second language. However, as a 

mother tongue, it has long been regarded as an obstacle to the education and development of 

communities. Since the early twentieth century, literacy programs in Mexico included Nahuatl 

language as a goal of education, not as a communication or instruction tool itself. Currently, the 

Secretariat of Public Education (SEP) points out that the teaching of indigenous languages should 

be based on local and regional educational proposals observing the particularities of each 

indigenous language and culture. Therefore, it was decided the development of curriculum 

standards that establish the pedagogical basis for teaching Indigenous language as " an object of 

study." SEP adds that Indigenous Language Curriculum must take the social practices of the 

language and should be organized into four general topics: 1) The family and community life 2) 

oral tradition, literature and historical evidence 3) inter-life and relationship with other towns and 4) 

study and dissemination of knowledge. In order to evaluate the role of language skills in Nahuatl 

curriculum, this paper analyze the linguistic and didactic contents of the textbooks published by 

SEP in differences modern variants. As from linguistic and methodological inconsistencies, it 

propose some standards useful to develop linguistics and communicative skills in an intercultural 

context. 
 

1. Historical Background 

Nahuatl language was spread along with the Aztec Empire during the XVth Century and it was used 

as a lingua franca throughout Mesoamerica. After Spanish conquest in 1521, it was widely spread 

by the missionaries as the language for evangelism. As S. Heath [25] said, the European conquest 

expanded its domain little by little and Spanish contacted with many new cultures and languages, 

this situation complicated the work of missionaries. In 1550, Friar Rodrigo de la Cruz said that 

there was not another solution to the problems posed by the abundance of languages, than to teach 

widely the Nahuatl at Churchs. In 1570, King Philip II declared Nahuatl the official language of the 

Indigenous of New Spain and he ordered to establish a professorship in Nahuatl at the Royal and 

Pontifical University of Mexico. During the three centuries-long Spanish domination, Nahuatl was 

promoted in academic and oficial areas as a second language, while language policy was oriented 

towards the Hispanization of indigenous population. After Mexican independence in 1821, national 
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unity was the argument for all kind of decision-making. The reasoning was that, for Mexico to 

reach its full development, it was necessary to ensure freedom and equality before the law, and it 

could be achieved only with homogeneous race, culture and language [1]. During those years it was 

a drastic decline of indigenous population, which decreased from 64% in 1810 to only 17% at the 

end of the century[36]. Paradoxically, it was also during the Nineteenth century when Mexican 

liberal theorists attempting to build a national identity made a distinction between the Mexican 

factor from the Spanish. One of the cultural elements that allowed to establish the difference 

between "American" and "European" was precisely the indigenous languages. Therefore, parallel to 

language policy trying to eliminate the Indigenous factor, there were important linguistic 

descriptions such as Manuel Orozco y Berra, Faustino Galicia Chimalpopoca and Francisco 

Pimentel [12]. They achieved the integration of an Ethnographic Charter and to explain the 

Mexican cultural and linguistic mosaic for the first time. Thus, in the Nineteenth century there 

emerged two opposing positions regarding indigenous languages that prevailed during all the 

twentieth century [2]. On the one hand, indigenous  languages became the subject of systematic 

research, teaching and learning in academic, both in Mexico and around the world (specially the so-

called Classical Nahuatl). From a linguistic point of view, the Classical Nahuatl has a special 

significance because it is a record series written mainly during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries and as noted by J. Durand-Forest, D. Dehouve and É. Roulet [17], no other American 

language offers a so rich corpus of ancient texts. On the other hand, the marginalization of 

indigenous communities, the bilingual education programs (that far from promoting stability in both 

languages tended towards monolingualism in Spanish) and the literacy campaigns during twentieth 

century reduced social functions of languages in urban and semi-urban indigenous communities. 

Also, the mechanisms of language transmission to the next generation has been disrupted. Thus the 

way of life of Nahuatl people forces them to opt for the almost exclusive use of Spanish reducing 

the number of native speakers drastically. Despite this situation, Nahuatl is the mother tongue of 

more than one million people with a percentage of monolingualism of 7.00% [27]. Generally, 

native speakers live in small rural communities, although in the last forty years, many Nahuas 

migrated to the big cities both in Mexico and the United States of America. Obviously, an extension 

so large of this language over time and space has developed dialects rather marked. Thus, at present 

it doesn't exist a "standard nahuatl". While some communities near Mexico City like Texcoco or 

Milpa Alta have retained certain features of Classical Nahuatl, from Pacific Coast to the Atlantic 

and from the north to south, there are numerous phonological and grammatical changes. This 

sociolinguistic situation constitutes a major obstacle in developing didactics for this language. 

2. Teaching Languages in Indigenous Education  

Changes in Indigenous laws in Mexico since more than twenty years have resulted in concrete tasks 

for two Agencies of the Secretariat of Education. First, the General Directorate of Indigenous 

Education (DGEI) of the Undersecretary of Basic Education. Its objectives include to improve 

educational resources to the indigenous populations developing both  educational "standards", 

plans, curricula, teaching guidelines, materials and teaching aids relevant to bilingual and 

intercultural education; Improve basic and professional skills of bilingual teachers and 

administrators; Promote both the development, production and distribution of textbooks and 

educational materials [20]. These goals show that DGEI must "improve" the education for 

indigenous people, which is essentially the same received by not indigenous children because at the 

end of primary school, all children have to have the same opportunities accessing to the next level 

of education. Despite the official discourse, this puts the indigenous education in the same status as 

the other educational compensatory programs as education for handicap persons (special education) 

or adult education. Similarly, this agency "promotes" the development of educational materials but 

does not elaborate them. The federal Agency defines guidelines and educational standards (and 

hence linguistic), but implementation depends on the educational services of state governments. 
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Hence, Nahuatl textbooks are designed  by the same indigenous teachers in different regions. This 

has prevented the comprehensive implementation of educational and linguistic policies for 

indigenous groups living in several States. The example of Nahuatl is very clear because native 

speakers live in over 13 states. The second federal Agency involved is the General Coordination for 

Bilingual Intercultural Education of the Secretariat of Education, which has among other attributes: 

Promote and evaluate the Intercultural Bilingual policy coordinating with various agencies of the 

national education system; Promote the participation of states and municipalities, as well as 

different social sectors, indigenous peoples and communities to develop the intercultural bilingual 

education; Promote and advise on formulation, implementation and evaluation of innovating 

programs for intercultural bilingual education in terms of: Develop curriculum models heeding to 

diversity [14]. The nature of this Agency is clearly promotional and advisory. This transfers the 

development of book contents to the educational services of State governments, as the definition of 

communicative, linguistic and cognitive objectives. Briefly, the definition of one bilingual and 

intercultural education official system is between native teachers groups without a general 

guideline. These institutional practices have meant, in fact, that Nahuatl teaching be an academic 

activity along with music, sporting, technology and agriculture, ie activities where is the teacher 

who determines both the weekly time devoted, as tasks and the evaluation. There isn't a curriculum 

with general and specific goals defined for Nahuatl, neither a common textbook for all regions and 

States. Meanwhile, Spanish is an academic subject included in curriculum with communicative and 

linguistic purposes defined and dosed in each course, it is evaluated following national standards. 

Spanish textbook include readings, activities, exercices and sections with releasable items to play. 

The minimal time devoted daily is marked officialy. Also, Spanish is the tool both for literacy, to 

develop cognitive skills as well as to build a sense of national identity. By the above, it is evident 

why the systematic use of Spanish textbooks is mandatory and comprehensive, while for Nahuatl 

can't be as well. 

3. Educational Devices for Nahuatl 

Although there are Nahuatl settlements in over 13 states, the National Commission of Free 

Textbooks (CONALITEG) provides materials only in six regions: Huasteca, Northern Sierra 

Puebla, Central Puebla, Tehuacán Valley, Central Veracruz and Guerrero [13]. This coincides with 

the largest Nahuatl settlements registered by INEGI, INI-INAFED [27], as this, of the 1 448 936 

native speakers registered in 2000, 1 019 478 live in these regions. A review of catalogue 

CONALITEG (2003) highlights various proposals and different degrees of progress in these six 

regions. While for Guerrero and Huasteca there are eight titles, in central Veracruz have released 

five titles, Northern Sierra Puebla and Tehuacan Valley four for each one and for Center of the 

Puebla region has been published only one. 

4. The Nahuatl Textbooks 

The analysis of Nahuatl textbooks shows the absence of linguistic objectives explicitly or 

methodological guidelines. For this reason, the study methodology must be based on both the 

content and exercises. Moreover, considering that Nahuatl is a language with social use 

increasingly restricted, it is important to know the place of multiculture and ethnic identity in the 

didactic proposal. This work is based on materials of regions Huasteca, Guerrero and Central 

Veracruz because they are the three most populated and geographically they are the most remote. In 

this way, we are seeking a diversified sample. The following table presents the general didactic 

features in these regions. 
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Table 1: Didactic features in Nahuatl textbooks for Regions Huasteca, Guerrero and Central 

Veracruz 

Textbooks 

[4,5,6,8,9,10,11,15,16,18,19,21,22,2

6,29,30,32,33,34,35,37] 

Coinicident Contents Coinicident Activities 

 First Grade (Huasteca, Guerrero 

and Central Veracruz 

Isolated words and short phrases, 

profusely illustrated with regular 

quality drawings. No photographs. 

Games like mazes, word search, 

memory and dominoes. Small texts 

are included not exceeding four 

lines. Copy and memorize 

vocabulary, relate words with 

images and build stories orally from 

images. Pupils have to identify 

letters in a set 

 Second Grade, Readings. 

(Huasteca and Guerrero) 

Second Grade 

(Central Veracruz) 

Each page has between 50% and 

80% of drawings and photographs. 

The rest are words or short phrases. 

The typeface is larger than 30p. The 

readings are rhymes, jingles and 

short stories about animals 

There aren't guidelines or 

activities for reading texts 

Second Grade. Exercices.(Huasteca 

and Guerrero) 

Second Grade 

(Central Veracruz) 

Illustrated Vocabulary about the 

family, the farm, both household 

activities as school 

There are crosswords and word lists 

to memorize (it like audio-lingual 

methods for foreign languages 

teaching) 

Associate words with pictures, 

complete words and drawing letters. 

Exercices to complete phrases not 

constituting didactic sequences 

themselves 

Third and Fourth Grades. Readings. 

(Huasteca and Guerrero) 

Third Grade 

(Central Veracruz) 

It includes texts of two or three 

pages as stories, legends, and 

descriptions of domestic or 

communal work. There are a few of 

short texts on the history of Mexico. 

There aren't guidelines or 

activities for reading texts 

Third and Fourth Grades. Exercices. 

(Huasteca and Guerrero) 

Third Grade 

(Central Veracruz) 

40 lessons including a text 

accompanied by a picture. The 

average extension is a page. 

Answer closed questions about the 

text, Complete phrases or sentences. 

Organize word lists by lexical 

fields. Relate columns containing 

pictures, words and phrases. 

Literature in Nahuatl Language  

(Huasteca and Guerrero 

It is an anthology of texts written or 

compiled by teachers in each 

region. 

There aren't guidelines or 

activities for reading texts 

Literature in Nahuatl Language 

Textbook. Didactic Sugestions 

(Huasteca and Guerrero) 

 It is a small booklet with tips about 

how to promote reading between 

children, parents and the 

community, also how to use reading 

to promote writing. 

The Bilingual Intercultural 

Education. Workbook for the girls 

and the boys of primary indigenous 

education. Third and Fourth Grades. 

Nahuatl. 

This is the only common material 

for all regions. 

Systematically presents a lesson in 

Nahuatl and the next in Spanish. It 

is profusely illustrated with good 

quality drawings and photographs. 

Contents are related to different 

subjects such as mathematics, 

geography, civics and ethics 

Activities are based on contents of 

different subjects (included in other 

textbooks in Spanish). There aren't 

activities promoting  development 

of linguistic and communicative 

skills. 

 

The contents intended for first grade assumes a minimum competency in reading and writing by 

pupils. That is, none of the activities promotes literacy, this must necessarily happen in Spanish 

and, later, ideally pupils could transfer those skills to their mother tongue. On the other hand, visual 
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content usually refers to a rural family atmosphere and activities of school-age children, without 

any ethnic specificity. Sometimes pictures show men dressed in white blanket and straw hat and 

women with hair in braids with ribbons and dressed in folk costumes. Vocabulary is restricted to 

everyday items, animals and household objects. As exception, there is a text describing Chicontepec 

town with its festivities and emblematic images. In the set, stresses the book for third grade to 

Central Veracruz because it shows many cultural elements in reference to the regional history and 

Nahuatl as an ethnic unity. Unfortunately, it doesn't include activities to exploit that content. In the 

books of literature, texts are usually about fantastic stories like the boy who found a treasure or a 

dog preparing food for its master while he was working in the field. Some books include texts about 

the life of Mexican heros like Benito Juárez, national independence, the revolution of 1910, the oil 

expropriation and different versions of the national anthem translated in Nahuatl. 

5. The Nahuatl Language in Education 

The modern languages teaching is based, by necessity, in standard registers. This presupposes the 

existence of "official versions" of languages before they reach the classroom. Maybe this is one of 

the main obstacles facing Nahuatl teaching as a mother tongue, because there isn't a standard for 

modern Nahuatl. Today a standard register is not conceived as an immutable entity but as a sub-

system of linguistic reference. Unfortunately, the common linguistic reference in most of Nahuatl 

communities is the standard Spanish. However, we must recognize that the so-called "Classical 

Nahuatl" enjoys an undeniable historical and academic prestige, although this prestigious 

recognition is misleading because it is emblematic and not a correction patron for communities. 

Moreover, classical Nahuatl is a set of texts registred by missionaries, conquerors and settlers over 

the centuries XVI and XVII, so it's a register of dead dialects. 

In addition to a standard record, didactics requires changes in language patterns. Indeed, teaching 

tends to simplify language structure to facilitate learning. In the case of vernacular languages, a 

linguistic model unified presented at school runs the risk to create the idea of a linguistic unification 

existing out of the classroom. Thus, a language planning at school (with its political and social 

factors) becomes a requirement for indigenous language teaching. Kaplan and Baldauf [28] have 

proposed a useful model for planified intervention in both structures and linguistic functions, 

focussing on the necessity to adjust the planning to context of school  and noting the dynamic 

interaction between language planning and education. Therefore, language teaching becomes a 

privileged field for research in language planning. The Nahuatl textbooks are distributed in wide 

areas where dialect diversity is evident. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the most effective 

register for teaching in each Region. Without specialist teams in language planning, federal 

agencies have delegated linguistic decisions to indigenous teachers groups responsible for preparing 

the books for each region. These teachers haven't got a training in Linguistics or in Nahuatl 

grammar, neither in modern languages teaching or in language planning. For these reasons, their 

linguistic purposes are not very meaningful and they can be classified as "improvisations" in a  

process of linguistic intervention, where natives look for resolving a particular social problem by 

themselves. In the analysis of textbooks, there are clear interventions in two fields, the first is the 

writing system used: In 1982, the General Directorate of Indigenous Education invited some 

indigenous school teachers and some linguists to establish a unified alphabet, for all Regions which 

had to be used in textbooks. The result was a writing system of 18 letters: a, ch, e, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, 

p, s, t, tl, ts, u, x, y. It was an empirical attempt to establish a norm in all Nahuatl Regions who 

raised educational and sociolinguistic problems. Indeed, considering that pupils learn to read and to 

spell first in Spanish and after in Nahuatl, they find difficult to use the strategies helpful until then, 

for example, letter j is used both for the phoneme / h / in some regions, as the phoneme / ? / in 

others. However, this graph poses a problem in communities where both have a phonological value, 

such as in Huasteca [3] or on Michoacan Coast [38]. Similarly, the letter w is used to represent for 

the phoneme / w / which is present in all modern variants, also in the digraph ku to represent the 
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phoneme / kw / and to write the sound u. However, its use is problematic in communities here / u / 

has a phonological value, as is the case in Durango [7] and on Michoacan Coast [38]. Additionally, 

some modern dialects have still the feature of vowel length. In the alphabet proposed by the DGEI, 

there wasn't a proposition for this regard. However, in some textbooks, it was decided to double the 

vowel in question. Thus, phonemes / a: /, / e: /, / i: / and / o: / are represented as aa, ee, ii, and oo. In 

this situation, The textbook writers have included additional graphics unsystematically  such as: 

The apostrophe (ika'inon 'that'), orthographic accent, letters b, c, f, v, z, r. and other more. This 

confirms that the textbook writters have not been restricted by the convention of 1982 and they tried 

to represent their local speeches. These linguistic interventions and inconsistencies could represent 

an obstacle establishing spelling rules, but they didn't have a relevant influence in reading 

comprehension. In a sample of 27 texts from different books from the three regions of study with an 

average length of 100 words, comprehension average for vocabulary was above 75%. Only one 

case (a title) was incomprehensible for pupils in Central Veracruz Region. Obviously, written 

textbooks reduces significantly the phonetic variability and it is undeniable that during the reading, 

many of phonetic variations are relegated, as  the devoicing of / l / reported by Hasler [24] and 

Tuggy [39], the aspiration of oclusives cited by Goller, Goller and Waterhouse [23], the eventual 

devoicing of / kw / registered by Monzon [31] in Central Veracruz, or the phonetic variation [u] ~ 

[o] in Western Huasteca detected by Beller and Cowan [3]. These changes in native pronunciation 

were most evident among pupils who read fluently in Spanish. The second field of improvised 

interventions is vocabulary. In Textbooks, there are three types of lexical changes: The First occurs 

when teachers try to include two or more dialects in the same lesson. For example, in Central 

Veracruz the word "takotsin" is used in some communities with the meaning of 'girl' and the form 

"siuapil" is a more general word for 'girl' out of the Region (here, this word is understood as 'small 

woman') . So, in the textbook for reading, in page 116 both words are used in the same text 

changing the general meaning of story. On the other hand,  there are original neologisms to express 

daily life of modern communities as tepostlauile 'electric lamp', uejka tepostlanotsale 'telephone', 

chichihualayotl ‘milk', tepozcoatl 'train', neluayokuajtokmej 'vegetable kingdom', xikixkopina 

'photographs', etc. Finally, there are many original neologisms trying to express the teaching speech 

and metalinguistic concepts such as: machiyotl 'letter', tehuantle 'range', kolotsin 'bad answer mark', 

chijkkolteuantle 'good answer mark', xikinchijkolteuana 'score', santokayotl 'Common Noun', 

tokayouaxkamej 'Noun', san noijki kijtosneki 'the same meaning', tlapoualistli 'lesson', xikixua ~ 

xitlajkuilo 'draw it', nejtolistle 'text', etc. This analysis of educational and linguistic features of 

Nahuatl Textbooks reveals the absence in Mexico of an effective multilingual educational policy. 

Also, this study shows the need of a language planning allowing the development of educational 

planning. It's evident that federal agencies don't have the human or academic resources to develop a 

true multilingualism in indigenous education. However, historically the school teachers have been 

the essential element to implement the educational policies about languages, both for their 

preservation and development as for their displacement and eradication. Teachers have 

demonstrated a sharp intuition for solving the problem of multilingual education  despite their lack 

of specialized training. Therefore, we can conclude that any action to improve indigenous education 

in Mexico has as inescapable requirement of the teachers training and their participation as 

linguistic agents in a formal project of language planning. 
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